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he $14-million National Blues Museum opened April
2, 2016 on the ground floor of a repurposed, centu-
ry-old department store building on Washington
Avenue in downtown St. Louis, Missouri. Its mission
is “to be the premier entertainment and educational
resource focusing on the blues as the foundation of
American music.” Founding executive director Dion
Brown was formerly executive director of the B.B.

King Museum in Indianola, Mississippi. The 23,000-sq.-ft.
foot interior includes approximately 12,500 sq. ft. of exhibit
space plus theatre and retail space.

After dark, the National Blues Museum (NBM) helps
keep downtown humming with live events such as the
Howlin’ Friday concert series. It is very visible to passers-
by, thanks to its marquee, exterior speakers, windows
looking into the performance space (the Lumière Place
Legends Room), and prime location in the MX (Mercantile
Exchange) district, a few steps from the America’s Center
convention hall and a Metrolink stop. 

The famous WC Handy tune, “St. Louis Blues,” dates to
1914, and to this day St. Louis is a hard-core blues town,
with numerous blues clubs, especially in the Soulard
neighborhood, which is also home to one of the largest
annual Mardi Gras celebrations in the country. (St. Louis
Blues is also the name of the local hockey team.) The
museum has added its own live blues venue to the mix; its
community presence already includes involvement in a
blues camp for teens, summer concerts at the St. Louis
Arch, and partnership with the local blues society. Blues
legends such as Buddy Guy and Jack White, celebrities
such as Morgan Freeman and St. Louis native John
Goodman, and local music impresario Mike Kociela are
among those lending vocal and financial support. Rob
Endicott, chairman of the board, performs around town.

The museum arose from the vision of Spinnaker St.
Louis, a local developer active in the downtown area and
owner of the historic building, which started life in the early
1900s as the Grand-Leader, became Stix Baer & Fuller,L
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Left: The marquee was designed by Steve Metherd, of Spinnaker, and V Three Studios, with structural engineering by KPFF. Graphic
design and fabrication were by Warren Signs. Above: One of the Become a Blues Legend kiosks.

The National Blues Museum opens in St. Louis

By: Judith Rubin
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and then Dillard’s, closed in 2001; later, it became the
Laurel Apartments and an Embassy Suites Hotel. 

A design/build project with plenty of
media
Creating the National Blues Museum was a design/build
process. Gallagher & Associates led the exhibition effort,
with BBI (AV integration for the gallery spaces) subcon-
tracted to Gallagher. McClure Engineering was subcon-
tracted to Gallagher for the exhibit lighting and to V Three
Studios (architect of record, contracted directly to
Spinnaker) for MEP and lighting on the facility side. Other
companies include Lighting Associates (lighting supplier),
Robert Locke (lighting programmer), Dominic Mendicino
(system integrator, live theatre), Hugmonster Sound (audio
content producer), and Pacific Studio (exhibit fabricator).
The owner’s rep was Steve Metherd, director, design and
construction, of Spinnaker St. Louis. Several of the com-
panies involved are locally based.

The story of the blues unfolds chronologically through
the galleries in a linear path, with graphic panels, artifacts,
and media. The evolution and spread of this indigenous
American music, from its Mississippi Delta roots to the
present day, are tied to social history and changes in
recording technology, audiences, and music distribution.
Blues is the music of the people, and, in that vernacular
spirit, unique interactive exhibits were developed that
enable visitors to create and mix their own blues songs
and to take part in a jug band.

There are several projection stops and interactives
along the way. The orientation theatre loosens visitors up
with a rocking media presentation using a Panasonic PT-
EZ770ZU projector with ET-DLE80 lens, Alcorn McBride
DVM8500 video player, BBI 4MP3-MSC playback, and a
pair of Tannoy VX6 speakers. The blues festival-themed
area uses matching equipment plus a QSC CX168 eight-
channel amp and BSS BLU-100 DSP. This same array of
equipment is also found in the final multimedia display,
which helps visitors learn “how to keep loving the blues,”
as Gabriel McKee, of V Three Studios, puts it. 

Two other display areas, the Empress Stage and the VJ
Station, use, respectively, a Sharp 55" LC-55LE653U LCD
monitor with the previously named Alcorn video player;
and a Planar PCT 2785 twenty-seven-inch touch screen
powered by an Apple Mac Mini, Icron Ranger 2201 USB
extender, Blackbox AV MKII armored cable headphones,
and Behringer HA8000 eight-channel headphone amp.
The same selection of gear at the VJ Station is duplicated
in each of the Become a Blues Legend interactives
described below. Visitors transition to a flexible space with
information about the local blues scene, and then the retail
space.

Bruce Lightbody and Lisa Ferrier, of Gallagher’s San
Francisco office, headed the overall exhibit design team

for the project, with Gallagher’s New York City-based
media group, headed by creative director Ariel Efron,
steering implementation of interactives and media compo-
nents. Jim Sallee was project manager for BBI; he and his
team specified and installed the AV hardware. Efron and
his team provided media for the orientation theatre and
other media stops along the way. 

Separate entries lead to the 3,000-sq.-ft. Scott and
Diane McCuaig and Family Gallery for education and tem-
porary exhibits (such as the Women of the Blues photo
display that opened January 7) the performance space,
offices, and adjoining restaurant, Sugarfire (barbecue, nat-
urally). 

Talking the Lumentalk
The talk of the lighting team was Lumentalk—a
Lumenpulse technology, supplied by New York based-
Lighting Services Inc. (LSI), which also supplied the fix-
tures. Lumentalk allows each fixture in the system to be
individually programmable and dimmable. The main light
fixture was the LSI 2060: “We specified and installed close
to 250 track heads with four different distributions and a
range of accessories, including hex louvers, beam soften-
ers, and spread lenses—only one light output fixture
(1,000-lumen), but four different distributions,” says Amy
Hughes, of St. Louis-based McClure Engineering. Hughes
and fellow lighting designer Mary Goodwin placed and
aimed all the fixtures. Robert Locke, of St. Louis-based
Lighting Associates (the local rep for LSI, Lumenpulse, and

ETC), programmed the lighting controls.
The NBM lighting installation stands as the first of this

scale using Lumentalk technology. “This technology gave
us flexibility we would not have had in the past,” says
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The museum is filled with musical artifacts, including instruments.
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Hughes. “It was much easier aiming each fixture knowing
we could later adjust light output to each individual fixture,
and, with it being all LEDs, we added current limiters to the
track so we had a lower power load and fewer circuits.”

“This was kind of a big deal,” says Locke. “If you are
looking for a lot of control, it is far cheaper than hardwiring
DMX to a bunch of tracks. It requires very little control
wiring. The fixture installs on a single track, on a single
power circuit, but every fixture is uniquely addressable,
individually controlled, and dimmable down to zero, or
nearly so.” LSI is the only company outside of Lumenpulse
itself licensed to use the Lumentalk system, according to
John Mears, VP of sales. LSI does most of its work in
museums, retail, and theme parks, with Disney a major
client.

The NBM system is run by an ETC Paradigm processor
with a 7' color touch-screen control station organized by
gallery. The Lumentalk interface attaches to the power dis-
tribution panel that feeds the museum. “It’s a natural match
for ETC, as DMX is the native protocol to all their prod-
ucts,” Locke says. “We’re using the Paradigm as is—the

difference is in the fixture or the box that attaches to the
breaker panel that feeds the track. That box, on the wall in
the equipment room, is fed DMX from ETC Net3 node,
takes the signal, and feeds it out to the electrical panel.
The hundreds of fixtures are all running on 16 breakers,
each fixture looking for a DMX pulse carried over the power
line. It’s very slick. We are also running some color-chang-
ing lights in the museum’s theatre—a couple of ETC LED
Series 2 ellipsoidals with gobos—with the color picker run
from the ETC touch screen.”

“Within the control panel, each gallery has a dedicated
screen, including a slider for each fixture,” Hughes says.
“There’s no old-school dimming system here. In the the-
atres, the lights follow a script that coordinates with the AV.
In the morning, when the system is turned on, it goes
around and tells every fixture what to do. Robert was there
every day, dedicated to the programming. There is a label
on each fixture that corresponds to the control panel fixture
slider—from the equipment room, he would send the sig-
nal, find and ID each fixture, and build a page for it. The
programming lives in the Lumentalk box back in the electri-

The exhibits are notable for their elaborate, evocative graphic designs.
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cal panel in the control room, and it all gets backed up at
Lumenpulse, which provides remote support.”

“Once you set it up, if they move the track fixture
around you can still control it,” Locke says. “I can take a
touch screen, and, with DMX, instead of 300 dimmers I
can have 300 track heads with Lumentalk.” 

McClure Engineering was contracted first for MEP and
subsequently for lighting design. Jamie Westerson was
electrical engineer on the first contract, which included
installing the track. “Mary and I came in to make it work
for the exhibits, and she built a model using AGI software,”
Hughes says. “There was a lot of trial and error with things
moving around, so we tried to allow for as many configu-
rations as possible. Different shipments of fixtures would
be manufactured at different dates, and the firmware
would not always match, which added to the tech integra-
tion challenge.” 

Pacific Studio provided all of the display cases with
integral LED lighting. “The museum provided direction on
lighting heat- and UV-sensitive material, an issue even with
LEDs where the heat can still deteriorate paper,” says

Hughes. Additional fixtures used on the project include
Tech Lighting pendants in the entry, Portfolio downlights,
and Focal Point adjustable downlights. Wall sconces and
chandeliers located in the Empress Stage area were from
Vintage Hardware. The same LSI 2060 fixtures without
Lumentalk are in the temp gallery. The LSI 2060 fixture is
designed to resemble a vintage microphone. 

Become a Blues Legend 
Become a Blues Legend is a series of five custom interac-
tive kiosks distributed through the exhibit galleries. In the
first four, visitors create an identity, log in to select lyrics,
and lay down tracks on harmonica, guitar, and piano. The
last stop is a mixing booth with multiple stations, where
they can finalize the recording, design an album cover, and
email it to themselves. 

“I think giving the visitors this experience is a pretty
neat thing,” Sallee says. “The team delivered something
that is user-friendly without being overly simple.” 

“We work with curators to understand the big stories,
translate that into interactive experiences, set goals and
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This exhibit is designed to evoke the lives of traveling blues musicians, who hit the road with little more than an instrument and a trunk.
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strategy, establish the mechanism, then come up with the
nuts and bolts,” Efron says. “The team makes an initial list
of equipment, does light studies, creates a basic list, and
works with the AV integrator. We test the equipment and
adjust as needed.”

Sallee oversaw installation of hardware and implemen-
tation of software during installation. Sasha Harris-Cronin
(BBI) led the software team, working with Gallagher to cre-
ate the look/feel and user interaction of the interactive
exhibits. Richard Shields was lead programmer. “Hardware
was contracted to the museum, software was contracted
to Gallagher,” Sallee says. “I started doing design coordi-
nation in the fall of 2014; on-site installation began in late
summer 2015. We self-performed the hardware installa-
tion, working with Pacific Studio to integrate AV compo-
nents into the physical space.”

Sallee recalls the challenge that “you can’t use wake-
on-LAN on Mac Minis,” which run the kiosks. “We can put
the computers into sleep mode, but when the cleaning
staff comes through in the evening, they will wipe down
the touch screens, which would wake up all the comput-
ers. These Planar screens don’t have external control, so
we found a solution that cut power to the video and USB
extenders so the monitors would go into standby and
touches wouldn’t be transmitted back to the Mac Minis. It
worked, and they stay asleep until told to start back up by
the control system.”

BBI installed its proprietary show controllers for exhibit

control. “Exhibits are started/stopped via central control,”
Sallee says. “For ease of use, we installed an ‘on’ and an
‘off’ button in the control room. The staff uses these to
turn everything on in the morning and off in the evening.

There is a content management system for the interactive
software which collects and serves user projects from one
station to the next.” BBI remains on board, providing
remote support on the system. 

Join a jug band
“I think the jug band exhibit [Jug Band Jammin’] is proba-
bly the signature interactive piece,” Sallee says. In a small
theatre are four kiosks with headphones (Blackbox AV
MKII armored cable, with Behringer HA8000 eight-channel
headphone amps), facing a big screen (Sharp 90" LC-
90LE657U LCD on a Chief XSM1U mount) inside a frame.
Each kiosk represents a jug band instrument: spoons,
washboard, bones (a traditional rhythm instrument), and
shaker; four cameras, discreetly placed in the frame, are
trained on the stations. Each user has a short tutorial,
delivered on the kiosk, learns and practices an instrument,
then plays it with the band, watching the performance play
back on the big screen.  

“It reflects the informality and resourcefulness of the
blues, and we felt it was a good idea to give people a little
of that experience,” Lightbody says.

“There is a TV One video processor [CORIOMaster Mini
C3-510-1001], which is overlaying the four cameras on
defined screen regions when a visitor selects an instru-
ment,” Sallee says. “This is controlled by the BBI show
playback controllers [4MP3-MSC]. We are using BSS hard-
ware [Blu-101 audio DSP with configurable AEC] for audio
distribution. The BBI controllers recall audio presets on the
BSS to change the audio settings. There is also a Mac Pro
server for this exhibit that serves content to the four indi-
vidual instrument kiosks.” Each kiosk is powered by a Mac
Mini.

Lighting-wise, “The Jug Band Jammin’ theatre and
museum are on the same master panel,” says Hughes.
The lighting challenges here had to do with angles in the
relatively small, low-ceilinged, space and with synchro-
nization. “There are two minutes of downtime when people
come in,” Hughes says. “Then the musicians do the demo
on the video screen, the lights come up, and the cameras
[four Marshall Electronics CV360-CGB, with Tamron
13MV2812ASII lenses] come on. There’s about a two-to-
three second lag we had to coordinate with. It took a lot of
back and forth to synchronize the controls, chasing
sequences to get the lighting to match. We had to move
track around, as the ceiling was lower than expected.” 

“Jug Band Jammin’ was a most significant exhibit in
terms of collaboration and technical challenges,” Lisa
Ferrier says. “We went to BBI and set up a rough physical
prototype to play around with the location of the kiosks,
lighting positions, light levels, and volume levels in this
smallish space. The relative position of the user in relation
to fellow bandmates and the big screen had to be just
right. We did a lot of tweaking and coordinating with
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The Jug Band Jammin’ theatre.
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McClure.”
V Three designed the Jug Band Jammin’ theatre shell.

“Power and data came within inches of meeting code,”
says McKee. “The power and data for the kiosks had to be
cored through the concrete floor and supplied from the
level below,” Ferrier says. 

“We adjusted the design of the kiosk bases to accom-
modate the floor boxes with a little extra wiggle room, but
locations had to be very precise. Even after careful coordi-
nation, we had to make some adjustments to the kiosk
locations on site to ensure ADA accessibility,” McKee
says. “In terms of sound isolation, having the parking
garage below is very helpful. There is glass on two sides,
so Gallagher built acoustic panels on the glass. The room
is wrapped in absorptive panels and has a wood floor.” 

Under contract to Gallagher, St. Louis-based
Hugmonster Sound, headed by Adam Frick, oversaw cre-
ation of original content for both the Become a Blues
Legend kiosks and the Jug Band Jammin’ theatre, using
local musicians and resources. This enabled the museum
to deliver authenticity with its own proprietary content and
to reflect the St. Louis scene. KDHX radio host and banjo
player Ryan Spearman wrote the Jug Band Jammin’ song
and assembled the six-piece band, called the Riverfront
Ramblers. Jug Band Jammin’ footage and Become a
Blues Legend recording were done at Shock City Studios,
with Chris Benson, of Lamplight Films, as DP. The Jug
Band Jammin’ music tracks were recorded to and mixed
in Pro Tools, and the video and audio pieces delivered to
Gallagher’s Efron and Eyal Ohana (director of experience
design). 

New York-based blues expert Billy Altman was called
on to help define a range of regional blues styles. The
team translated these into mix-and-match segments for
the Become a Blues Legend kiosks. “We narrowed it
down to about six, compatible in terms of key and
tempo,” Frick says. Within those parameters, musicians
Paul Niehaus and Ethan Leinwand composed new songs
that were recorded with local blues musicians under
Frick’s supervision at Shock City Studios and Blue Lotus.
In the museum, the user listens to historic recordings rep-
resenting different styles, selects a style, and uses bars on
the touch screen to build a unique track from micro phras-
es of the proprietary custom content. For those with the
skills, there is an option for direct improvisation. 

The final stop is Mix it Up, a mixing room with multiple
stations—each equipped like the other Blues Legend
kiosks. “It is pretty full-featured,” says Frick, whose work
also includes teaching audio production at Webster
University. “You can tweak each of the three instruments
and your mix. It was an interesting collaborative process
with BBI and Gallagher, and I liked the authentic develop-
ment process—you’re playing back a St. Louis blues musi-
cian playing the blues!”

When that evening sun goes down
The National Blues Museum is marked by an industrial
aesthetic, with many original columns exposed and
blacked-out ceilings left open to full height and cable trays
visible. “We worked to keep the bones of the original
building wherever possible, pay tribute to it, and expose
its beauties,” McKee says. Other materials and effects
were brought in to reflect the period building style (faux
brick cladding and a faux tin ceiling) and a blues shack
vernacular (reclaimed barn wood and distressed metal). In
the live performance space, the Lumière Place Legends
Room, the original floors of Tennessee pink marble were
retained and restored. “We felt it aligned aesthetically with
the grit of the blues,” Ferrier says.

“It’s a piece of archaeology, in a way, as you move
through,” Lightbody says. “That’s why you don’t see a lot
of hung ceilings. The height is up to 19' up to the under-
side of the slab.” To enable closing off the galleries at
night but still allow access to the hallway and theatre,
Gallagher designed, and Pacific Studio engineered, a wide
custom door. By day, the door is flush with the wall and
forms part of the display graphics. By night, it pivots on a

hoist and trolley gantry mechanism to secure the entry,
leaving a viewing hole, designed like a giant guitar sound
hole, through which visitors can see and hear the orienta-
tion video playing on a loop.

The theatre is designed as multipurpose, but it is used
primarily for live blues concerts, and is set up to live-
stream and record those performances. It has the casual
ambience and intimacy associated with a blues club; the
room is wider than it is deep and the stage brings the

The galleries follow a linear path and chronological time line,
from the early days of Delta blues to the present.
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musicians close to the audience. The theatre covers 2,400
sq. ft. and can accommodate 150 in a standing reception.
McKee and V Three Studios founder Kurt Kerns were
closely involved in this part of the project, along with
Chicago-based system designer and installer Dominic
Mendicino. “We’re very happy about how the room
sounds,” McKee says. “It took a huge group effort, post-
construction, to integrate and set up.” 

The room has big windows onto Washington Avenue.
“The client wanted the theatre to help activate the street,”
McKee says. Additional windows on two sides look into
the restaurant next door and the museum’s main entrance
hall. Other acoustic challenges took the form of hotel
rooms directly above and a parking garage directly below.
Double-wall, air gap construction was applied to windows
and walls. The walls are of sheetrock, with a 1/2" air gap
between. The diffusion windows angle inward to temper
sound, with a 1/4" air gap separating two glazing layers,
each consisting of two panes with safety laminate sand-
wiched between—which, McKee notes, is a good acoustic
barrier as well as security measure. Additional sound
damping and fireproofing comes from the use of mineral
wool in wall and ceiling gaps. The ceiling, made of sound-
mitigating Tectum panels, is hung on spring isolators and
vibrates independent of the building. The sidewalls are
fabric-wrapped acoustic panels, locally made by
Golterman & Sabo. 

There is no fixed front-of-house position. At the rear of
the theatre, two equipment racks are set up for audio and
video mixing and capture. Mendicino’s special integration
challenge was how to design them as portable, fully
fleshed-out systems while keeping the room functional if
they are disconnected. “We needed to do it in a way that
you can remove those racks and still have lighting and
audio on stage,” he says. Carefully planned patch panels
set into the cabinets were the solution. “Everything—every
single cable—goes to patch panels on the racks that you
can unplug and remove,” Mendicino says. “I spent hours
and hours planning every single connection, laid out and
counted what connectors I needed, and made every cable
in Chicago so that when I went to St. Louis, I could just
plug things in. I would go over it and over it, eliminating
and adding. And it worked, it was awesome. From patch
panels to gear, the connections all stay, but the panels to
the theatre can be undone so that you can, for instance,
still have an iPod and mic on the stage, still run a couple
channels of audio through the house system.” V Three
designed and built the portable rack cabinets with remov-
able lock-down lids, as well as a coordinating portable bar
cart. The outdoor speakers were already installed when
Mendicino came on the project. “I had to figure out how to
power them from the room, from the [Behringer] X32 con-
sole, without tapping the rack room. The cable was
already run. I took a feed off the front of house. The amps

The entrance to the galleries. At right in the photo is the door that, by day, is flush with the wall, forming part of the display graphics.
By night, it pivots on a hoist to secure the entry, leaving a viewing portal shaped like a guitar sound hole.
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[QSC GX3] are in the rack.”
The system supports a range of simultaneous mixes

such as live room audio, live performance video stream
audio mix, sound piped to the street, and floor monitors
for the musicians. There are crowd mics in the room. “The
X32 live audio console is versatile in the way you can
directly record directly into Pro Tools, interfacing over a
single FireWire cable, multitracking into Pro Tools in its
rawest form so that it’s possible to revisit, rethink, and
remix a session that was recorded live. I approached it
from the understanding that the room is kind of a show-
piece. Blues is an important, historic genre of music with
many legendary artists still living—you want to capture

performances and interviews. Between the cameras, the
video switching system, recording devices, and multitrack
audio they can capture, record, and mix a live album.”

The Samsung video wall array at the back of the stage
is connected to a Tricaster system. “We chose the
Tricaster because it’s an all-in-one video switching unit,
basically a TV control room in a computer, with video
streaming and editing software,” Mendicino says. There
are four cameras: one onstage, one on a column near the
stage, and two at the back of the room. 

Onstage are an Elation Professional lighting module and
the donated PA system, main speakers, and subwoofers of
considerable size and weight. “These great old speakers

give you that old-time blues club feeling,” Mendicino says.
The speakers sit flanking the stage. “We spread them out
pretty far, tilted in, by those big posts, to preserve the
sightlines for patrons and cameras and maximize the
space onstage,” he continues. “I used dbx DriveRack PA2
to set limiters on the speakers and tune the room. There is
a graphic equalizer in the X32 that allows an engineer to
tweak the tuning, but we set limits on those monster sub-
woofers to keep the levels in check and prevent damaging
the system.” The stage floor is plywood on metal studs,
with an ADA ramp cleverly integrated below stage level,
accessible via removable floor panels. Heavy velvet drapes
provide more acoustic isolation. 

Three trusses hang
over and near the front of
the stage and connect
through the isolated ceil-
ing, providing positions
for the lighting gear and
two monitors. There is
capacity for future addi-
tions. There are power
snakes at the back of the
room; conduits run
across the parking
garage below, from the
equipment room to the
theatre. At the rear of the
stage are watertight
power whips and two
pull boxes. 

Lightbody, whose
other music museum
projects include the
Grammy Museum in LA
(2008) and the Rock &
Roll Hall of Fame in
Cleveland (1995), notes,
“There were things we
talked about wanting to

do on those projects where the technology didn’t yet exist,
but were fairly simple to do at the National Blues Museum.
With music museums, the better the tech gets, the more
fun we have, and the more and more you can bring people
into the content. That really is a change.” 

The National Blues Museum has added to the cultural
riches of St. Louis. In the words of NBM co-founder and
external affairs coordinator David Beardsley, we can
expect this new institution to continue to “explore and pre-
serve the historic significance of the blues as the founda-
tion of American roots music, celebrate its various styles
and recognize the musicians who created, sustain and
continue to advance the art form.”

The performance space features barn wood detailing and donated vintage sound gear.
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